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Either a Mitzvah or an Aveira

d«l̈l̈ §wE d−k̈ẍ §A mF®I ©d m−¤ki¥p §t ¦l o¬¥zŸp i²¦kŸp «῭  d À¥̀ §x:  (uwwf twwh)
Behold that I am presenting both a blessing and a curse before you

today. (11:26) The Seforno teaches, based on our posuk: The

Torah admits no middle ground – everything is either a blessing

or a curse. Either one climbs upwards spiritually, or he slides

downwards. One cannot remain static. The Chovas Halevavos

extends this to say that the concept of “Reshus”/ voluntary,

optional action is alien to us: I may do something, but then

again I might not. Everything one does is classed as either a

Mitzvah or an Aveira e''g. Therefore, according to this view, if

one’s act cannot be classified as a Mitzvah, then it is perforce

an Aveira. This can be the lesson in our posuk: Behold that I am

presenting  both a blessing and a curse before you today.  And the

pasuk continues directly “The blessing, that you will heed the

commandments of the Lord your G-d, which I command you

today; and the curse, if you will not heed the commandments of

the Lord your G-d," The blessing lies  in heeding the Mitzvos

and the curse in not heeding the Mitzvas. This is the only

conceptual model for serving Hashem. (Yehuda Z. Klitnick according

to the Chovas Halevavos and the Yesod Veshoresh HaAvodah) The same

insight can be extracted from another Posuk in this Parsha ohrcs)

(zh ch  The verse states, Li À¤xr̈ §y ¦a l ´Ÿk ¡̀ ¤l l º©kEzÎ` «Ÿl  In your cities

you may not eat.” (12:17)  The Torah prohibits a Jew from

eating various tithes and offerings outside of the place

designated by Hashem. The words  l º©kEz ` «Ÿl translate literally

as “you cannot” rather than as “you may not.” The latter implies

a lack of permission, while the former indicates a lack of

ability. A Jew must always feel that actions prohibited by the

Torah are not only impermissible, but are actually out of

reach. We are simply unable to perform these acts, since they

run contrary to Hashem’s Will. When a person is told to jump

off a roof and replies, “I can’t do it,” it is a false statement.  He

certainly can do it, however, he does not want to do it, since

doing so will endanger his life. One must view his allegiance to

the Torah as something that cannot be compromised. Hence the

same idea as above. Either an act is a Mitzvah or an Aveira,

there is no in between.

Your ego is a blessing or....

d«l̈l̈ §wE d−k̈ẍ §A mF®I ©d m−¤ki¥p §t ¦l o¬¥zŸp i²¦kŸp «῭  d À¥̀ §x:  (uwwf twwh)

See, I present before you today a blessing and a curse. (11:26)

The word i²¦kŸp «῭  can mean “our ego,” I am something! The

Torah is teaching us that an ego can either be a blessing or a

curse. The ego that impels us to persevere in the face of

adverse spiritual challenges, is the catalyst for the enormous 

spiritual growth. The ego thriving to reach higher levels in

serving Hashem will persevere. However when ego is used

for false pride or arrogance, it is a most destructive

force. Thus, Hashem says to us: Your “I”  i²¦kŸp «῭  - is presented 

before you today. It can become a blessing or a curse –

depending on how you develop it. (Me’or V’Shemesh) This

same insight is quoted by the Tzaddikim explaining another

Posuk   Æm ¤ki¥pi «¥aE 'd oi ¥a c ¥̧nŸr i ¦kŸp Â῭  (v v ohrcs) The Gemarra (Sota

5a) states gexd zeqb ea yiy mc` lk Concerning any person

who has arrogance within him, oileki `ede ip` oi` d"awd xn`
mlera xecl  the Hashem, said: He and I cannot dwell

together in the world, tbaw  as it is stated:  (v 'te ohkv,) i ¦p §yl̈ §n
 .lk̈E` Ÿ̀l ŸezŸ̀  aä ¥l a ©g §xE m ¦i©pi¥r D ©a §b zi ¦n §v ©̀  ŸezŸe` Ed¥r ¥x x ¤z ¥q ©a : “He

who slanders his neighbor in secret, him will I destroy; he

who is haughty of eye and proud of heart, him will I not

suffer” (Psalms 101:5–6). k �fUt t«k «u, �t t �k �t «u,«ut h �r �e �, k �t 

These verses should be understood as follows: Do not read

the verse as:  «u,«ut“I cannot do anything to him”; rather, it

as: «u, �t with him, I cannot bear to dwell. Here to is the same

insight: i ¦kŸp Â῭  “our ego,” any person who has arrogance

within him, any person who has arrogance within him, c ¥̧nŸr
will be a barrier, between Hashem and that person, as

Hashem will not dwell on him.(Seforim)

                                                              
The urge and opening to serve Hashem is from you

:dn̈ «ÿ z̈ ¬̀äE E −W §x §c ¦z Ÿe¬p §k ¦y §l (v ch)

 You shall seek out His Presence and you shall come there.  (12:5)

The posuk appears to be in reverse order.  It would be more

correct to say that  dn̈«ÿ z̈ ¬̀äE “you shall come there” Ÿe¬p §k ¦y §l
E −W §x §c ¦z  in order to search for the Divine Presence, rather

than the other way around. The answer is that the search

itself is the key to success.  If one earnestly seeks to find

Hashem, his efforts will be met with success and he will

“come there.” The mere fact that one searches for truth

allows him to achieve his goal.The Midrash (Shir Hashirim

5:2) states:  ©g ¥zŸeR i ¦p £̀ ©e ,h ©g ©n l ¤W DC̈ ªg §M däEW §Y l ¤W cg̈ ¤̀  g ©z ¤R i ¦l Eg §z ¦R
"ŸeA zŸeqp̈ §k ¦p zŸeI ¦pŸex §wE zŸelb̈£r Ei §d ¦I ¤W mi ¦gz̈ §R m ¤kl̈  Hashem requires you

to open a hole the size of a needle and then Hashem will open

an enormous door. The urge and beginning must come from

the person. (Based on the Chasam Sofer)

Give charity for the sake of charity not pity
 :Ÿe ®l Ĺ §z ¦z §a −L §aä §l r ¬©x¥iÎ Ÿ̀l §e Ÿe ½l Æo ¥z ¦z oŸe ³zp̈(h uy)

 You shall surely give him, and let your heart not feel bad when you

give him. (15:10) A poor person came to R’ Mendel of Rimanov

to pour out his heart about his difficult financial situation. The

Rebbe gave the man a substantial sum of money. As the man

turned to leave, the Rebbe presented him with yet another coin.

R’ Mendel’s family later asked him why he had given the man

tzedakah twice.  He explained: The first time, I gave him out of

sympathy for the severity of his predicament. The second time
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was purely for the sake of fulfilling the mitzvah of tzedakah.

We find an allusion to this in the Torah. When we are

commanded to give tzedakah, the Torah uses a repetitive

expression – “Ÿe ½l Æo ¥z ¦z oŸe ³zp̈ – you shall surely give.” This is to

teach us that we should give and give again. Ĺ §z ¦z §a −L §aä §l r ¬©x¥iÎ Ÿ̀l §e

Ÿe ®l The first time we should give so that “your heart not feel

bad.”  We must learn to feel compassion in our hearts; then

Heaven will have compassion toward us.  The second time we

give, however, we should do so purely for the mitzvah of giving

– “when you give him.” 

Story of the week   (by Yehuda Z. Klitnick)  

*****Rav Meir from Premishlan helps a Yid do Teshuva*****

Rav Nachum was from the Town of Yalkovitz in Western

Galicia. He was a big Talmid Chacham and a very wealthy

person. He owned a large and very successful inn. Every Yid

found a temporary home by Reb Nachum for a week or

longer, with hospitality and warmth, and when the time came

to depart Reb Nachum gave each a nice donation.

One day, a Yid came to Reb Nachum’s inn wearing torn

clothing and looked as a doomed person. At first glance Reb

Nachum saw an ordinary poor person looking for a good

meal and a place to rest. However, this Yid didn’t ask for

anything and only when Reb Nachum offered him to eat did

he oblige. When the meal was finished the Yid said to Reb

Nachum “I must leave now I’m in a rush.” Reb Nachum

begged him to stay overnight, buy to no avail. He insisted he

must leave now! Reb Nachum took out a coin to give to the

Yid, but he refused to accept it. Reb Nachum thought maybe

the coin was too small for the Yid, therefore he took out a

larger coin to give. The Yid still refused it and added, “I’m a

very rich person!” Reb Nachum started to wonder maybe

this Yid was insane or a fantasizer. The Yid understood what

Reb Nachum was thinking and stated “I’ll tell you my story:  

I come from Budapest where I own lots of real estate, as well

as many stores which sell fruits and wine. I employ hundreds

of workers too. One day I had taken home a large sum of

money and it was taken from me. I had a young Jewish girl,

an orphan whom I had recently hired and  did not know very

well and I accused her of taking the money. She swore and

cried to me that she didn’t take the money. I lost my calm at

the thought of losing such a great sum of money and I got

the police involved. They tried to get a confession from her

but to no avail. All the torture and threats to her caused her

to get sick and she died shortly after. 

A few weeks later, the money was returned to me from a

worker who confessed to me, after I promised not to punish

him. Now I was in a dilemma. I had caused a innocent

Jewish girl to die for nothing. I could not find peace in me.

My life was in shatters. I decided to go to Reb Meir from

Premishlan. I told him what I did and he got very intense and

stated pacing back and forth till he finally said: “I have three

solutions for your Teshuva and Tikkun, but you must choose

one of them. The first choice is to die this year. The death

will be an atonement. The second choice is to live, however

you will become very sick and suffer much pain for 3 years.

The third choice is to go into exile for three years. It will be

a very difficult three years as you will not be allowed to

sleep over in one place two nights in a row. You will not be

allowed to ask for food even if you feel you are about to die.

You must not accept money from anyone. Also you must

only travel by foot and never accept a ride from anyone. At

the end of every year you are to come to me to see how you

are progressing with the teshuva. 

I was full of fear and told the Rebbe. I’ll answer him in a few

days. Meanwhile I went back to work and forgot about my

promise to the Rebbe. One day, I woke up with a headache

and thought it would go away. Day by day it got worse and I

reminded myself what the Rebbe had spoken to me. Now I

realized that the Rebbe had chosen for me the first choice. I

was devastated and sent a messenger to the Rebbe

apologizing that I forgot about my promise. However if the

Rebbe will forgive me and let me become well I will come

to the Rebbe with my decision. The Rebbe agreed and I

started feeling better and then I came to the Rebbe. I again

apologized and told the Rebbe I choose to go in exile. The

Rebbe said “Ok, you must remove your aristocrat clothing

now and don clothing of a poor wanderer. Your exile will

start now!” Now the Yid concluded: “It is now the end of

two years of exile and I went to Premishlan and heard that

the Rebbe was Niftar. I was devastated and full on

uncertainty what to do now. I met a Talmid Chacham and I

shared my dilemma with him. He told me to travel to Sanz to

visit Rav Chaim the Sanzer Rav, The Divrei Chaim,  who

was close to Rav Meir. Now from here it is a long walk to

Sanz and I have no tranquility till I hear from the Sanzer Rav

about my situation. Therefore I’m in a rush!” Reb Nachum

wished the Yid success and he departed. The Yid listened to

that Talmid Chacham and traveled to Sanz, and as soon as he

entered the room of the Rebbe, The Rebbe told him “Not to

worry. The two years of exile was enough and the Teshuva

was accepted by Hashem.” The Yid thanked the Rebbe and

after leaving the Rebbe, he felt as if a stone was removed

from his heart and felt calm. The Yid traveled to his home

where he was welcomed to a happy group of people.
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